
discussion about the information, and from this discussion there may b e
a possibility that the two of you can reach some mutual, philosophical
understanding in regards to the atheistic or Christian doctrine whic h
she holds, along with the other concepts and ideas which you hold,
so that a mutual discussion can gradually come about. Thi s
awareness indicates this mutual discussion leading to bette r
understanding of the concepts involved, so that they do no t
appear to be such threats.

This Awareness suggests that the other possibility is that
you will have another showdown, and the showdown wil l
lead to intensities of discussion which will be opportunitie s
for clearing some of the pent-up feelings which you have
and which she may be developing through certain insecure
feelings which she has experienced. This Awareness suggests,
however, that the real solution to the problem will com e
about best when you look deeply at yourself , discover you r
own personal needs, turn inward and focus on your own life
while continuing to supply the necessary energies to your
responsibilities and sort of disconnect your intense reliance o n
your mate, so that the relationship between you becomes les s
highly charged emotionally and you develop your own
directions without quite such a strung attachment to the
entity, without such fear of offending the entity, bu t
whereby you continue communicating on a lighter level .
This Awareness indicates thisas an action of moving graduall y
and carefully into the third stage of marriage, so that you develo p
yourself and begin a cooling process, pulling away from the tug-of-war, withou t
surrending totally your individuality .

This Awareness indicates that in moving-Into the third stage, you will also need to encourage this entity t o
develop her own individuality also, and. yet you will need to continue having close communication with th e
entity and sharing the experiences which you have with her while open and interested in hearing of her exper-
iences . This Awareness indicates this kind of daily communication about each other's lifestyles can allow bot h
ofyou to continue being together, even while your own individualities are being expressed . This Awareness
suggests that you begin moving through that third stage of your marriage with an understanding that the fourt h
stage is ready whenever each of you is ready to look more closely at the individuality of the other in a wa y
which is accepting of that other, while still remaining true to your own individuality and your own purpose
and direction . This Awareness indicates that so long as one entity feels he or she is sacrificing his or her lif e
for the other, his or her directions and purposes and interests for the other, there will be a kind of resentmen t
developing which will eventually surface as hostility for the other, and this hostility will be felt ; and even whe n
one wins an argument against the other and gets one's way at the expense of the other, that entity will feel a
certain guilt along with the victory, and that feeling of it will cause the entity to feel badly that he or sh e
has upset the other, and that feeling badly will cause the entity to feel unworthy of the other ; and if this in -
creases enough, the marriage again drifts further and further apart .---communication suffers .

Therefore, this Awareness indicates the only healthy relationship is that wherein each entity respects th e
other, gives service to the other, while still retaining his or her own individuality and allowing the other tha t
same right, and whereby each is willing and desirous of communicating to resolve any problems which occu r
and wherein each feels almost ill if •a problem is not resolved between them . This Awareness indicates wherei n
entities have the love between them, such entities cannot tolerate prolonged, separate frustrations, hostilities
or hurts, one for the other, and cannot be satisfied until they have resolved the conflicts which are there .

This Awareness indicates that there are other marriages and situations wherein the conflicts are chronic ,
continuous. and do not change and become part of the marriage itself, and these conflicts never being resolved ,
are seething hostilities which sap the enemies of the partners and eat away at the marriage until it has no valu e
other than as a karmic sickness and karmic relationship between the entities. This Awareness indicates these
kinds of chronic frustrated marriages can be resolved 'only by delving into those energies which brought abou t
feelings of guilt, frustration, hostility, resentment and inequality between the partners . When these are brought
up and discarded by discussions, communications, and a desire to rid the marriage of these things, then, an d
only then, can the partners fully enjoy each other . This Awareness indicates that such partners do, however ,
need to mutually agree thatrthis kind of relationship is desirous and is wanted, and if such agreement occurs ,
then the partners must be willing to put forth the agreement and energies to delve deeply into the marriage
problems and pull these out and discuss them thoroughly, not to discover who is right or wrong, but to dis-
cover how these problems can be reconciled, so that both parties win, and the marriage wins .
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HOW TO RESPOND ^WHEI'J YOUR OWN PHILOSOPH Y

IS THROWN BACK AT YO U

(How to accept criticism and hostility t ;, cm another )

QUESTION :

Awareness, in a case like this, what would You advise the entity if the wife woul d
turn upon him and use some of his own philosophy and throw it at him . For
example, "You spout the `Law of Love' in one moment and the next momen t
you treat me like this . Do you consider this placing the welfare and the concer n
and the consideration of me above yourself?" How should he respond to tha t
accusation?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that the least offensive response the entity could make to such an accusatio n
would he to express appreciation for that observation and state, "Thank you for pointing that out . I'll look
at that and see if I can improve, or see if that is so," or may say, "Thank. you for pointing that out . I;'m not
sure that I agree with you, but you may be correct. I'l1 have to think about that . "

This Awareness indicates there are many ways whereby entities, rather than attacking in return, can resis t
not and accept the attach: of another in a manner which is so gracious that it disarms the opponent . This
Awareness indicates this likened unto one thrusting a knife at you, and you simply reach out and say, "Than k
you. I'll put that away ," as you discard the knife from them . This Awareness indicates that wherein an entit y
attacks you with verbal abuse, the most disarming way to deal with that is to thank them for their observat-
ion, ask them if they have anything more clear or constructive, or if they wish to discuss this in greater detail ,
admit that there may be some truth to it, particularly if you feel there is,

This Awareness indicates another action is to thank them for their observation and acknowledge that the y
must have strong feelings, and acknowledge that you respect their feelings, even though you also have stron g
feelings which are not the same as theirs. This Awareness indicates that in stating this in such a manner, the
entity does not feel that the feelings are unnoticed or disrespected, but the entity feels that his expression to
you has been acknowledged and is valid, even though you may not agree on what he has expressed, an d
this calls forth that the entity, in return, also respect your feelin g s as you express them . This Awareness ind-
icates that otherwise, if the entity did not respect your feelings after you have been so courteous toward his
feelings, this makes the entity look like some kind of had sport . This Awareness indicates that the action of
accepting criticism from another,--strong feelings, strong opinions and even strong hostilities from another, —
accepting these in a gracious manner, not necessarily af7eeing with the expression, but accepting them as the
feelings of that entity, and respecting the feelings of the entity because you respect the entity ; this tends to
disarm the entity and allows them to have full, free expression without feelings of being threatened for havin g
expressed themselves, and this also allows those feelings to be purged from . the entity without creating strong-
er and more hostile feelings which would occur if you threw heck your charge at them for having expressed
themselves . This Awareness indicates that in this manner, entities can unload some of their personal garbag e
on you without you having to eat that garbage and without you having to throw your garbage back on them ,
but whereby you simply take their garbage, thank them for it, discard it carefully and respectfully, whil e
acknowledging to them that you do not necessarily buy their opinion, but you respect it anyway, because
you respect them . This Awareness indicates you then, in turn, may bring up your garbage or your feelings ,
present it for them to look at without shoving it down their throats. This Awareness indicates in this manner ,
entities can learn to communicate with each other about those things which are highly charged emotionally ,
and can assist in pulling up the garbage out of the subsconscious emotional parts of each other, and allowin g
each other to pull this up from themselves.

Some Things You Get from a Marriage Mate you Didn't Expect

This Awareness reminds entities when you marry another, you marry not only the entity who speaks t o
you, you also marry the entity's progra .mniings which are deep inside, which have come from vast numbers
of experiences from childhood, from many kinds of programmings, from very many people . You also marry
the values of that entity and all of the values that the entity has allowed other to place upon her or him . You
also marry the entity's relatives and families and friends, hopes, dreams, wishes, expectations, fears and insec-
urities .

This Awareness indicates in one sense, it is an absolute wonder that strangers can come together and ge t
along reasonably well at all ; and this Awareness suggests that it is because of this wide variety of experience s
and aberrations and identifications which every entity brings to a marriage, which must comingle with th e
aberrations, identifications, and associations of the other entity---it is because of these, that marriages mus t

seta- move through the four stages mentioned . This Awareness indicates that these stages : the romance, the ti-of-
_w r , the separate ways, and the mutualdiscovery of • other ---these are the road map which entities may
use as they move through marrma.ge toward tha mutual discovery of each other. This Awareness indicates as
entities watch these different stages of the marriage, they may know where they are, where they stand, wha t
comes next, what they must do to preserve that marriage . This A.wateness wishes entities to study these stages ,
the information previously given, for this can be of great importance and much assistance in solving your prob-
l ems in relationship .
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HEAVY COMMUNICATION . . .

QUESTION :
WHAT TO DO WHEN TEARS AND CRYING OCCU R

1 was wondering if Awareness had any advise for the husbands who canno t
handle tears or emotional outbursts when the discussion gets heavy, as in a
situation that was in the previous question, and the wife bursts into tears an d
the discussion is ended at that point because the husband cannot handle the
tearful outburst?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that this can be seen as a kind of situation whereby one must look very carefull y
at why the entity burst into tears ; and from that particular understanding, the entity may determine the prop-
er response . This Awareness wishes to point out different or alternate situations :

This Awareness indicates in some instances, an entity may cry simply because the entity has no other re -
course, and tears are the only thing left for the entity, because the entity is so deeply hurt by what has happ-
ened. This Awareness indicates in such a situation, the entity does need consolation, and the dispute or con-
flict may end at that point and discussions may begin . This Awareness indicates that in a sense, wherein this
occurs, it often is an indication that the husband or the one who has forced the other into such a position ,
nas been overbearing and insensitive in the discussion . This Awareness indicates this not always the case, bu t
as generally the situation .

This Awareness indicates that in a different situation, however, an alternate situation, may be whereby th e
wife, or the one who breaks into tears, uses the tears as a kind of weapon to win, whereby the entity knows
Ghat if all else fails, tears will win the argument . This Awareness indicates that wh .erei.n this occurs, the tech-
nique of winning the argument needs to be discussed, looked at in a logical way, whereby both entities are
forced to discuss and observe how these tears are being used for a weapon . This Awareness indicates that ,
however, in so discussing the use of tears as a weapon, one must also recognize that perhaps the weapon is
necessary ; for if that weapon is taken from the entity, perhaps the entity has no other recourse or weapo n
for winning or defending herself or himself, and perhaps tears are the only thing that can be satisfactory or
c :an protect the entity 's rights against overwhelming odds and strength or rationale . This Awareness indicates
that likewise, there are entities who settle their affairs or attempt to solve the argument by going silent, as th e
lirtle entering a shell . This Awareness indicates that such entities may find this the only solution, as the on e

who they are in conflict with is much too stsorg, and therefore they must retreat : into their shell. This Aware-
ness indicates this often infuriates the other, and the other may seek to pry them out of their shell, eithe r
through persuasion or force. This Awareness indicates that the entity trying to pry them from the shell may
consider the action of moving into a shell an escapist action, attempting to escape not to defend oneself, bu t
to win by not being present for the discussion which the other entity felt he had "in the bag" .

This Awareness indicates that likewise, another entity may seek to win the argument by sheer force o f
emotion, or through physical expression : the throwing of a dish, the scream of a word, shouting of sentence s
or epithets . This Awareness indicates that such entities may, in fact, be using these emotions, these physica l
;;act:ions or threats of violence in order to win`S;jll	 annther_entity may use th.eysy_stem of being somewhatcsw. -
deseendi~ •
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shoulder	 a few wordsof advice;	 l, ydtfllgetit togeth -	
er, you're still struggling . 'oa.i 'll probably understand my side when you become somewhat more intelligent ."

This Awareness indicates that still another entity may win, or seek to win, the argument by presenting pur e
scientific reasoning and logic which is so flawless that it seems impossible that anyone other than an absolut e
idiot could ignore the truth . This Awareness indicates this entity may be absolutely right in the logical sense ,
but may have absolutely no understanding of the problem which is causing the argument ; for the argument
may be over the use of the dishwasher, and the discussions may involve long, logical discussions about th e
dishwasher, but the problem itself may have something to do with the other person's desire to be somewher e
else, to go somewhere else, or to visit an Aunt, but the other person may not be bold enough, to bring thi s
out. Therefore, the entity simply has raised a fuss about the dishwasher as a substitute for the problem whic h
is bottled-up in .dFe . This Awareness indicates the more logical the entity may attempt to be in regards to th e
dishwasher, the more determined the illogical party may be in not letting the other win the argument, regard -
less of the logic in his statements .

This Awareness indicates that, therefore, there are many causes and many ways entities can attempt to wi n
their point of view : from the logical, the illogical, the emotional, the Iack ot: emotion, the physical--through
threats of violence, or attempts to leave or threats of leaving, or through insinuations, accusations, condescend-
ing remarks and certain sarcasms, through tears, through wailing, through stubborn and permanent seethin g
hostilities and manipulations, through revenge, through telling others of the abuse which you have receive d
from your mate or spouse, through public or private insults for the other in revenge for previous relationshi p
problems . This Awareness indicates there are many ways whereby entities can hurt each other and seek to wi n
and better their position during the tug-of-war stage .

This Awareness indicates there are only a few ways whereby entities can come together in mutual affection
and communication, and this must start with the entity first caring enough about the other to be willing to
admit that, "Even though we disagree, I still want you ; I still love you . I want us to be together, and I want
us to resolve our differences in a way which is satisfactory to both of us and all others concerned ."
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HOW THE PLANET IS BEING PREPARED

FOR THE NEW AGE

(The Wanderers are Coming . . The Wanderers are coming)

(Excerpt from a Personal Reading given to a CAC Member, Jan . 29, 1981)

4
COSMIC AWARENESS :
. . . .This Awareness indicates that these these entities [friends th e
questioner had asked about) also were traveling companicns o f
yours in previous experiences such as in the time of the time o f
the Peru lifetime in Lake Titicaca, and these entities as having bee n
of the same mission which you were involved in through the travel s
between Venus, Earth, and the cities beneath the Earth . This Aware-
nets indicates that this as having a strong influence on your presen t
research into UFOs and the channeling involved for you are no w

on a similar mission wherein you are born into the world but not of it, and are serving as agents or Wander-
ers for those forces which still seek to raise the vibrations of this planet . This Awareness indicates that thi s
activity of realigning your consciousness to your divine purpose and mission is that which has begun gather-
ing momentum for you, for your friends, at a time when others on similar missions on this planet are also be-
ginning to awaken to their divine mission, which is not programmed in public school . This Awareness indic-
ates that essentially the action of surrendering to the divine force within is that which shall accelerate your
performance of your mission and a this occurs with you, with your associates, it also is beginning to occur
with other entities–other entities on this plane who have similar callings so that the combined actions, though
apparently independent, are in fact being brought into action in such a way as to create a network of energie s
that raise the vibration of this planet .

this Awareness indicates that wherein at present there are approximately_
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This Awareness indicates that within approximately 10 years, entities
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THE WATERGATE SCENARI O

( Did Richard Militates Nixon know shout the Synthetics? )

QUESTION :

	

(From a CAC Gen . Reading, June 30, 1980 )

A question from J .W. of Omaha, Nebraska . "From one of my sources I learned this interesting item : Pres-
ident Nixon was forced from office, not because of the Watergate situation, but because he was about t o
reveal the synthetic robot situation . If appropriate, could the question of the real reason for President Nixon' s
demotion be asked of Awareness, and possibly whether or not his life would be in jeopardy if he, himself ,
revealed the true reason?"

COSMIC AWARENESS :
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This Awareness indicates this appears to he negative as the true reason ; however, there appears to be som e
indication that this was a factor . .̀This Awareness indicates that,	eessent:iatly , tthegntify Ri Ic ward Nixo;r entered
the White i' ~ : ,red <' .in • the ?ow >rs wh ch v:'fr ,r . ally in control of the United States, r~d ;rtf~opted
L"~ 7rdl a

	

cc team around him to shield him from ti we powers . s	 that he could zt~c~io n
se saw to begin the best interests of the nation,

	

is awareness indlea :cs t iat the entity did not trust Nelso n
Rockefeller or Davi i Rockefeller ror did they trust him. This Awareness indicates that is the scenario fo r
the Watergate situation .

This Awareness indicates that these entities were in general conflict, and essentially, the entity Nelso n
Rockefeller was the stronger factor in removing Richard Nixon from office . This Awareness suggests tha t
Richard Nixon was attempting to play both sides ; attempting to pretend to serve the Rockefellers and als o
attempting to pretend to serve the interests of the country, but essentially was more interested in his ow n
role and responsibility than in either of the others . This Awareness indicates this not because the entity was
particularly self-centered, so much as the entity did not fully understand the nature of the game he was play-
ing, and felt; himself, as President, to be in charge of the United States and its destiny . This Awareness ind-
icates the entity realized the power held by the Rockefellers, but because of dreams which he had held fro m
childhood. believed somehow the office of President was more powerful than the bankin  establishment.

This Awareness indicates that the actual Watergate scenario was set up ,
using Nelson Rockefeller in a way so that he was also an intended victi m
of the Watergate scandal . This Awareness indicates this was set up in a
manner which would expose the Chase Manhattan Bank and Nelson Rock-
efeller in the drug empire, which later was disclosed in Spotlight of Liberty
Lobby. This Awareness indicates that, likewise, the Watergate scandal wa s
intended also to expose the Golden Triangle andefforts in which Nixo n
was to be financed by money from the Mafia, whereby drugs sold through
these sources would produce certain monies for (he Nixon camp.ii.gn .

This Awareness indicates this, however, did not come out in th e
Watergate scandals, as the Rockefel er powers were able to shield tlxe
amount of information which was released through these scandals .
This Awareness indicates that_ estienti l~r.'tlig Roc~l ;efellers gontrotlecl

- he Watergate, scenario from 1)cgiiinin  to er?.d, even though there wer e
also   ter a no ok `)c unite e er powers, who were sending inform-
ation ii' to the panel or investigating commits ee . This Awareness ind-
icates that regardless of this, there was much which was suppressed, s o
that only a few were caught in the trap which had been set to catch

	

A
others .

	

_
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This Awareness indicates that, essentially, Baron Rothschild was one who was behind the Watergate trap,
but the entity Nelson Rockefeller did not get caught in the trap . This Awareness indicates there were als o
entities who had hoped that through this Watergate scandal, not only would the Rockefellers be exposed .
but also the Baron Rothschild and the Rothschild clan would be exposed .

This Awareness indicates that the situation ended abruptly and the lid was closed before . any further ex-
posure occurred . This as being the main reason why Nixon was pardoned,---the pardon being so that he woul d
not speak out any Wither as to what was really occurr-ing ..This	 Awareness indicates the entity issinger. as_
having been Rockefeller's agent in setting up the general entrapment process . That; this entity and Joh n
Mite le en.. ot• .ers invo ve were are genera v part of t . .e same organization, but that the entity Kissinger
as being the one who most carefully and closely represented the Rockefeller interests . This Awareness ind-
icates that the entity Kissinger also had intended that the Watergate scandal include Nelson Rockefeller . This
Awareness indicates that as this did not occur in this manner indicated, the future plans were changed, a s
indicated in the January and February tapes of Dr. &ter in the months of :1979,- . -the January and February
and March tapes, discussing the nature of Kissinger's relationship with the Rockefellers .

This Awareness indicates that as part of Nixon's efforts, the last action he could take before leaving office ,
part of that effort to release some of the power of the offfice was the Information Disclosure Act, which de ..
classified much of the information which had been previously kept secret . This Awareness indicates that also ,
on a more historic cw cosmic level, the entity Richard Nixon served a nuruose similar to that of the Empero r
Nero in Rome. whereby the Emperor degraded the office of President, bringing it down to a level whereby
entities no longer respected the office, unless the office was handled property . This Awareness indicate;; that
prior to Nero, any entity who was considered as Emperor of Rome would be held in high esteem, unquestion-
able, almost as unto a god . After Nero, the office of Emperor lost its intrinsic charm and the Emperor wa s
conricicred more. of :a humeri. being, capable of error, whereby the masses could be critical and could evaluat e
that entity 's rulership .

This Awareness indicates a similar action occurred in this United States with the action of President
Nixon ' s being forced to resign for his association with the Watergate scandal . This Awareness indicates thi s
has led entities to look at the Presidency, not as though it were such a high office being such that if th e
President: ;;Teaks, then it must occur .
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This Awareness indicates that if you will recall, the entity Nixon 's speeches were continually peppered
with phrases reminding the masses that he was, indeed, the President, and therefore deserved certain respect .
This Awareness indicates that in looking back in retrospect, it becomes clear that those phrases acted almos t
in a sense of sacrasm toward the Presidency, to indicate to entities that he was belittling the Presidency wit h
sarcasm as he was bringing down the office .

This Awareness indicates that entity created the awareness in consciousness that just because an entit y
speaks as President, this does not necessarily mean that the entity has the wisdom, understanding or the best :
interest of the people in his plans and in his actions . This Awareness indicates this allowed the masses to be -
come more skeptical, to question and think, and to distrust the government . This Awareness indicates this as
being necessary and part of a cosmic plan for this earth plane, for the United States, so that entities can be -
come aware that freedom does not come from the authority in charge : freedom comes from entities bein g
aware of the principles which guarantee freedom, and demanding that the authority in charge follows thos e
principles .

EARTHQUAKES, WEATHER WARFARE AND DEATH RAY S

(The Annihilation of the Snui is now possible )

(Pisan a C.A.C. Goland Readier;, deuce 30, 1980 )

QUESTION :

V.K. of San Francisco asks ., "Were the Mt . Saint Helens' volcanic eruptions and the many recent Californi a
earthquakes natural occurrences ;. acts of God, or the result of particle beams directed by the Russians? "

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that this being a combination of natural occurrences and artificially-induced vib-
rations, caused by the Russians . This Awareness indicates that also, there have beenunderground discharges
in Nevada, in Sitka Islands, this in the past i .5 or 20 years ; and these have also had some effect on what ma y
be termed the natural reaction or effect in this eruption . This Awareness indicates that had it not been for
these nuclear tests and explosions, this appears not to have been scheduled by the natural forces of the planet :
for approximately 200 to 400 years, and possibly not then, for these energies were subsiding and cooling o n
the West Coast. This Awareness indicates, however, that these nuclear tests did create a beat and tension deep
underground, which caused certain stresses which, in turn, created further heat and shifting of the strata, an d
this, over a period of time, led to a gradual heating-up of these mountains of the Cascade Range .

This Awareness indicates that this has been further aggravated and greatly intensified more recently by the
Russian use of Testa devices. This Awareness indicates this as a result of the semi-declaration of war, or the
renewal of hostilities between the Carter Administration and the Brezhnev Administration over the events
in the Middle East .

This Awareness indicates that, likewise, the weather patterns which are occurring presently, being of suc h
unusual nature, these also are being affected largely by the use of these Russian Tesla devices . This Awareness
indicates that the great heat waves, and the record-breaking cold of last month in certain Northern states, th e
floods and the tornados being in part, but not totally, the result of these weapons . This Awareness indicates
thatessentially, these weapons intensify the weather patterns, rather than actually creating the weather con-
ditions.

This Awareness indicates there also are certain weaponry used to affect the consciousness of entitie s
through a kind of microwave bombardment ; these as being developed and used also by Russia . This Aware-
ness indicates that, likewise,	_aleUnited States asperfecting certain tvises of death-rays. This Awareness ind-
icates these as already having been perfected, wherebvihe rays can be use ordestructive purposes at grea t
distances . This Awareness indicates these as that which was warned about some ten years ago by this Aware-
ness, wherein It spoke of death-rays which could annihilate the soul . This Awareness indicates that essent-
ially this death-ray as having that. capability, particularly where the soul is not fully developed .

This Awareness indicates that It does seek to keep entities aware of all levels of the developments whic h
are occurring, but does not wish entities to become frightened by these . This Awareness indicates that th e
annihilation of the soul by these death-rays as that which needs further understanding . This Awareness ind-
icates it appears that this wilt not be a major factor, for it does not appear that this will be used . This Aware-
ness indicates that there also are forces, other than those of this plane, which can intervene if necessary t o
prevent these actions from occurring ,

This Awareness wishes to comment somewhat further on the statement, "the annihilation of the soul" :
This Awareness indicates that this death-ray affects the magnetic field of the substance, the target ; and where-
in the soul is made from resonating-electromagnetic energy, it cannot in actuality be totally destroyed, bu t
can be defused and dissipated in such a manner that it is highly difficult to bring it back together again . This
Awareness indicates that this likened unto Humpty Dumpy falling from the wall .
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As the Luciferian entities lose control of their robots, let them fend for themselves . Let them be their own judge and jury .
Let them repent and turn to God (which they still can do, just as Rhyee did), or let them perish by their own choice . It lie s
entirely with them to choose . Of course God says He is not desirous that any should perish (riot even the Luciferians), bu t
that "all should come to everlasting life ." But every entity must choose for himself .

The beauty of this message is, nobody of the worldly consciousness is going to take it seriously, even if they read it . They'l l
just laugh at it and dismiss it as a joke, because it doesn 't conform to the "rational mind" . Let the same love that you send ou t
to the robots enshroud yourself as well . That Light that you build around yourself also shields you and prevents the Luciferian s

from trying to dissuade you or stop you .
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REPROGRAMMING THE ROBOTOIDS (Part 2 )

( OR MAKING THE ROTHSCHLLDS WONDER WHERE THEIR ROt3OTS WENT )

Androids and robotoids are two classes of Synthetics, differing only in the way they are created . Either type is a psychically -
controlled automaton without a will or volition of its own . This channel will refer to all Synthetics as robotoids, since this is a
term already famiiiar to C .A .C .'s readers .

In Part 1 of "Reprogramming the Rebotoids", it was suggested that Rockefellers, which are also robots, be excluded fro m
the general meditation . This channel was puzzled by this suggestion, but apparently there was a reason for this, And it has t o
do with Rockefeller's raiding of the Fart Knox gold . This is a MAJOR aspect of the problem that not too many entities ar e
fully convinced of . This channel would like to assure you that this problem is very real and does exist . Those of you who hav e
studied Dr. Beter's material on this and who are familiar with the details of it are in a position to energize the Rockefellers t o
best advantage . The Ruckefellers have been the Rothschilds' robots controlling the Western Hemisphere .

Entities who are not fully convinced of this problem would not be the most effective energizers of the Rockefellers . But they
can be effective energizers on the rest of the robots--the public officials and political leaders that they see all the time (and o n
Kissinger if he should pop up into prominance again) . To the readership who do feel convinced of Rockefeller's role in stealin g
America's gold and cleaning out Fort Knox---let's go ahead and give them a conscience too . The Rockefeller puppets can b e
infused with conscience and remorse for having raped and sava g ed the land that gave them birth . Rockefellers, who plundere d
and pillaged this land of America through their hanks, their oil empires, their CFR, and their Trilateral Commission, to financ e
the anti-Christ, anti-God world of tyrants and despots, can he reversed in their thinking .

It is important that entities not hate the Rockefellers, but rather infuse them with the fervent desire to right a terrible wrong .
It is important that entities act where they feel comfortable at . If entities feel more comfortable energizing the political figure s
they see all the time, then that is where they should act . If entities feel comfortable energizing the Rockefellers also, then b y
all means let ' s energize the whole kit and kaboodic .

Those are OUR robots now . They're not the playtoys of the Rothschilds and the 'Council of 13' any longer . Those of yo u
who understand the Rockefeller problem already know that the Rockefellers' "philanthropy" and "charitable acts" throug h
foundation grants and so on is only a they token show--a front, to cover what they're really up to . The real wealth of Rockefeller ,
which WAS America's wealth, has been invested overseas, to build the world of the antichrist . This can all be reversed, startin g
right now, with the help of Light Workers who are tuned in to the Rockefeller problem and who feel comfortable directin g
energy into it .

The U.N ., which is directly OWNED and OPERATED by the Rockefellers, has been the ver instrument	 they have used fo r
	 putting the world under cnmmunis. lavery	 Phis can be reversed . oc< . e ere, t eir banks, and the U .N . can RIGHT OW—

start becoming the tools of the Avatars instead of the antichrist . Starting first with the Rockefellers, the U .N. can be reversed .
It can be made to free the world from communist slavery instead of putting the world under communist slavery . Rockefellers '
plundered wealth can be restored to the people of America . The Fort Knox gold they've stolen can be returned to America, an d
they can be the ones to do it . Instead of being controlled by the Rothschilds, the Rockefellers can he controlled by the Avatars ,
who understand that the Rockefellers are simply robots . A robot, like any machine, can be used for good as well as evil . it al l
depends on who's at the control box .

The Avatars and Light Workers came into this world to seize it from the antichrist . And the tools and the machinery are
already right here to do it with . All we've got to do is TAKE IT . Avatars and Light Workers have access to Magic that the anti-
christ cannot touch . God, the Light of Love, is far stronger than the Luciferians' psychic and psionic energies . The Light an d
the Love of God, directed INTO and THROUGH the robots, including the Rockefellers, can quickly turn this whole plane t
around .

Light Workers who still feel more comfortable energizing just the lesser robots--the President, Vice President etc ., should d o
that . Every bit of this action is invaluable . And the workers who feel comfortable with the Rockefellers whould help us energiz e
all the robots . Using these various robots, we can plainly and matter-of-factly expose the treacheries of the CFR, the Illuminati ,
and the Rothschilds, We don't have to "attack" anything, but just expose it, reveal it, shine the Light on it, and "tell it like i t

is," using the robots to do it .The Truth doesn't need to "attack" . The Truth, like a giant tower of Light, stands alone, stand s
on its own merit . And hopefully, the Rothschilds themselves will turn and repent of their war-making and vampirism and joi n
the Forces of Light . In the words of .John Denver, who is himself a Son of the Light, "Come and stand beside us, we can fin d
a better way . "

God, the High Self of all human entities, and who calls Himself the great I AM, can now walk in and take the reins of thi s
world .

These suggestions for reprogramming the robots should not be taken as countermanding the other Light rituals, such as th e
ones for planetary healing, etc. Rather, all these actions should be seen as adding to and bolstering the total work of healing
this planet . All entities in the 'Body of Christ' should act wherever they feel most suited and qualified to direct their energies ,
whether through Magic, or prayer, or working on the physical plane (or all three) .



Dear Avaton . ., .Here is a 3rd reading in the "Reprogramming the Robotoids" series . I don't know, but there sure seem s
to be a very high energy in these readings . They come through with tremendous waves of ecstasy pouring through th e
Crown Chakra, then subside when the reading finishes . Sincerely, Bill .

REPROGRAMMING THE ROSOTOIDS (Part 3 1

OR MAKING THE ROTHSC1-fILDS HOLLER 'UNCLE '

"Storming the citadel of hell" by taking over the robots is a battle that is won with love instead of hate . it can be waged wit h
the warmth and humor of walking in on a child who's playing in the toilet bowl .

Despite the gravity of the Luciferian problem, the task of turning this world around is a simple one once we understand tha t
love and levity and warmth are far more powerful than any psychic or psionic tcoi the Rothschilds have . There is actually a
hierarchy of robots . It's like a pyramid, with the Rothschilds sitting squarely at the top . And their power is delegated dow n
through a whole array of robots of descending rank, hn America, it is the Rockefellers who are the highest-ranking robots unde r
the Rothschilds . From the Rcckefellcrs, the power is apportioned through the vest CFR network down to the Secretary o f
State, the President, the Vice-President, the Cabinet and so on down .

But as the Light Workers lake over these lesser-ranking robots, working up to and including the Rockefellers themselves, we
suddenly find where all the stink is coming from . It's coming from the privvy, and as we look in, by golly, here's a startled chil d
all covered with poop . So anyhow, as we take care of this uncouth little rascal, the air begins to clear for miles around, an d
roses and lilacs begin to waft on the breeze instead . And this it really how it is from the cosmic perspective .

When we see all the public figureheads, the ones that are in the news all the time, let's keep them encapsuled in those shafts o f
Light and love and levity, infusing them with the very conscience of God. And let's do the same with the Rockefellers, hut wit h
them let's energize the reversal of the gold rip-off . Rockefellers can be energized with the conscience of God just as easily a s
they've been controlled by the Rothschilds, They can be made to say, "Hey, this whole trip was a real bummer and a sell-out .
Let's get the machinery all going to hiring back America's gold and restore it to Fort Knox where it belongs ."

Rockefellers can be made to reverse the huge financial and political dictatorship they've been running at the behest of th e
Rothschilds . And through their own lips, the whole story can be told of what's been controlling the planet for the past decades
and centuries . They can be made to ignore the commands of their former masters, to walk away from them, and to use thei r
already-established power structure to heal the world instead of tyrannizing the world . This can be done . The already-establishe d
system can be reversed and used for good in the dualistic world . And then this system, polarized for good, can be phased on int o
the New Order, the Law of the One . And under the Law of the One, government will become structured in the manner outline d
in the York readings of 7-7-77 . '

°EJYs Note : 'The Akaside Record"—C.,csrnic Awareness ' deaign of the New Age world government : $41 .00 from C .A .C .

But right now, let's energize the whole project based on the tools that are already right here to work with . (This does no t
mean to discontinue the Trade Fairs etc ., but to keep energizing all aspects of the New Age) .

And as the Rothschilds find themselves "caught in the act," caught with their hands in the poop, it just may be that they ca n
be cleaned up too .

This channel would appreciate input from other channels who are into this work . All entities are in this world to be trans -
figured, to be channels, to be unique and individual vessels of the One . Like Krishna, entities can also channel the mirth an d
laughter of the Godhead . For is not Light and levity even greater than the war-bolts of Thor and Shiva ?

While all entities are urged to "act where they're at," we should also understand that Consciousness is a ladder . All entities
can climb that ladder and unfold to deeper and deeper levels of Reality . This is the meaning of the "angels on Jacob's ladder . "
For the ladder of Consciousness is the stairwell back to the High Country, the Eden from which man feli in the beginning . Pure
Love, pure devotion to God no matter what the cost, is the stuff the ladder is made of . We can walk again with God, even whil e
still in the flesh . We can tabernacle on all the planes of the cosmos, even while our feet still walk the earth, just as Adam did .
This is the "Better Way" that John Denver sings of, And the Rothschilds themselves can still "come and stand beside us ." Fo r
God's Grace is still open to them, too .



CONCERNING FEELING GOOD ABOUT THE 'SELF'

There is a vast difference between feeling good about yoursell' and feeling good about your Self . In the first case, you're
exalting the ego the false self, or the Lucifer . And in the second, you 're sacrificing or crucifying the ego and surrendering t o
the Christ, the True Self .

This is a clarification that should be made, so that . entities know the difference between the self and the Self. The little sel f
or ego is under the Law of Karma and reembodiment, while the Christ, the Real Self, is under Grace and has no karma .

***a*

ON THE BEATLE S

The "rational mind" of this channel had long been rooted in uttra•rigi t wing cot,servatism, and had violently rejected th e
Beatles and the rock culture . Yet the HigherSelf lovingly embraces the Light that the Beatles stood for . The legacy of Joh n
Lennon served to clear away the bias, which hadbeen there .

The same Light that the Beatles stood for . that same stand against tyranny, was what the patriots and the Freedom-Fighter s
in the 3-cornered hats all stood for . The Beatles and the Patriots were all soldiers of the One Light. fighting under their own
unique banners, all raising the ensign of that Light . against the hordes of darkness . I imagine the church and state of Englan d
back during the Colonial times, must've considered the American rebels as the "dirty hippies" and subversives of that day .

5 .



fAM

f AM the formless Brahma ;

	

(A Poem by Hitt )

I wrote the Upanishads of old ;
1 walked as Krishna and Hari-Rama ;
I AM the Shepherd of the Fold .

I AM Great Spirit to the Sioux and Seminole ;
My name, they quietly endear i t
long as Freedoms Bell shall toll .
Their mocassins have padded Sacred Earth beneath their feet .
as the Holy Sacred Mother caused their knowing hearts to beat .

F AM Allah, God of Mecca ,
in the sandy desert's heat ,
where my son Mohammed scribed Holy Koran at My feet .

I am the Christ of Jesus, Holy Father up above ;
I AM the Cosmic Self of Plato, and told Nostradamus of My love ,

I AM the quiet Buddha ; I taught Siddhartha Gautama of the Sacred Middle Way
that if every man would follow, he would know the Light of Day .

I penned the Psalms of David, the humble Hebrew King ,
who came back down from Glory, the Light of God to bring .
I taught My 12 the Gospel by the shores of Galilee ;
I sought to bless My people, but they nailed Me to a tree .

I AM the God of Mary Eddy
and gentle Rachel meek and mild ,
and of the Virgin Mary . who mothered Heaven's Child .
1 AM the God of every ma n
who has ever known the Light ;
I show my holy sacred Plan
to all who would seek to know it right.

1 taught my sons throughout the ages ,
I AM the Self of every man--
Read their testimony ' s pages :
As they did, so ye can .

Of this deluded world of man's, I have never been the king ;
when this mad "society" disbands, then the Real World I bring .
As in the days of old Atlantis, when God-men ruled as kings ,
1 come again in New Poscida, brave land of holy things ;
America, they call her, precious home of. Truth and Right ;
by her I come to a weary ,world that has hungered for the Light .
I come from beyond the ages ,
from beyond Akashi' : time ;
all my saints and holy sages
have proclaimed this Truth of Mine :
I AM the One behind the Many ; I spake, and there was Light .

You called, and I have answered . Awake, My sons, arise ,
from out of mayas deathly fright .

I AM YAHWEH, the God beyond the sun .
When the sons of men, repentant ask, "Not my will but Thine be done" .
look up, ye men of Earth--I come !

I AM the Ancient One .
******s: *

THE PRAYER OF THE AGENTS OF . 888 i

O Dear God most High : If it he Thy Will, let me boar the Earth's karm a
even it destroys mc . Let me hear the brunt for the healing of the Eart h
and America even if it cost me my salvation for all eternity .

Yet not my will but Thiec be done in all things. For Thy Purpose l
would suffer extinction forever if need be, that others might live .

Thy Will be done now and forever .

Ame n

"LETTERS FROM BILL" aro published periodically as a service to the membership of Cosmic Awarenes s

Communications, P .O . Box 116, Olympia, Washington, 98507 . Subscription rates upon request .
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